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Abstract

The hippocampus is well known as a central site for memory processing—critical for storing and 

later retrieving the experiences events of daily life so they can be used to shape future behavior. 

Much of what we know about the physiology underlying hippocampal function comes from spatial 

navigation studies in rodents, which have allowed great strides in understanding how the 

hippocampus represents experience at the cellular level. However, it remains a challenge to 

reconcile our knowledge of spatial encoding in the hippocampus with its demonstrated role in 

memory-dependent tasks in both humans and other animals. Moreover, our understanding of how 

networks of neurons coordinate their activity within and across hippocampal subregions to enable 

the encoding, consolidation, and retrieval of memories is incomplete. In this chapter, we explore 

how information may be represented at the cellular level and processed via coordinated patterns of 

activity throughout the subregions of the hippocampal network.
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1 Introduction

Decades of study have established the hippocampus as a critical center for memory 

processing in the brain. The hippocampus, along with several associated brain regions, 

processes the events of daily life and facilitates the long-term storage of these experiences. 

The link between the medial temporal lobes and memory was indicated first by Scoville and 
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Milner in 1957 as a result of their evaluation of patient now known as H.M. At the age of 27, 

H.M. underwent bilateral medial temporal lobectomy in a medical effort to alleviate his 

intractable epilepsy. While the surgical procedure reduced his seizures, H.M. was also 

rendered unable to form new episodic memories (Scoville and Milner 1957). Subsequent 

studies of additional patients with more restricted medial temporal lobe lesions, as well as 

studies in nonhuman primates, identified the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus as the 

most critical regions for memory function (for review, see Squire and Wixted 2011).

While the hippocampus was becoming established as a memory formation center in 

primates, a seminal series of studies in rodents revealed that hippocampal neurons were 

remarkably well tuned to spatial location, suggesting a critical role in encoding space. The 

first evidence for this view of hippocampal function emerged in 1971, when O’Keefe and 

Dostrovsky reported that a subset of hippocampal neurons fired when rats occupied a 

specific location in an environment (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971). These neurons became 

known as place cells, and were shown to be ubiquitous throughout the hippocampus (Muller 

et al. 1987; Jung and McNaughton 1993; O’Keefe 1976). Moreover, lesion studies of the rat 

hippocampus revealed a specific deficit in navigation-based memory tasks, further 

corroborating a role for the hippocampus in spatial processing (Mishkin 1978; Olton and 

Papas 1979; Morris et al. 1982). Based on these findings, O’Keefe and Nadel proposed that 

hippocampal neural activity constituted a cognitive map of space, in which individual place 

cells function to map out the animal’s location in reference to its spatial environment 

(O’Keefe and Nadel 1978).

Since this proposal, many studies have demonstrated that hippocampal neural activity can 

represent far more than simply spatial location, including aspects of contextual information, 

object recognition, and time (Eichenbaum et al. 1987; Young et al. 1994; Pastalkova et al. 

2008; Hok et al. 2007; Moita et al. 2003; Manns and Eichenbaum 2009). For example, 

beyond providing a framework for linking locations together to form spatial trajectories, the 

hippocampus can associate multiple objects with a context (Komorowski et al. 2009), and 

further link a series of events in a temporally specific order to represent a complex 

experience (Allen et al. 2016). These observations have led to a proposed expansion of the 

original spatial cognitive map theory, describing the hippocampal network as a more general 

relational processing system which enables the rapid association of spatial, temporal, and 

conceptual aspects of experience (Eichenbaum and Cohen 2001; Eichenbaum et al. 2012). 

This perspective serves to unify the general memory function of the hippocampus from 

human and primate studies with the extensive demonstration of a spatial processing function 

in rodent research.

While these conceptual advances have been important, a complete understanding of the role 

of the hippocampus will require knowledge of how hippocampal neurons cooperate at a 

network level to encode, store, and retrieve as memories the complex relationships and 

experiences that characterize daily life. The original discovery of place cells marked a 

critical step toward this understanding, as it pointed to a neural mechanism for encoding 

discrete experiences in the hippocampus. Since then, spatial encoding has been used as a 

model for the formation of representations that could underlie memory (Eichenbaum and 

Cohen 2014; Schiller et al. 2015). In this chapter, we will therefore focus on spatial learning 
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and memory as a means to understand mnemonic processing more broadly. In particular, we 

will explore how coordinated patterns of network activity both within and across the 

subregions of the hippocampus contribute to spatial memory processing.

2 Anatomical Organization of the Hippocampal Network

To fully understand how hippocampal network activity contributes to learning and memory, 

it is important to have a sense for the underlying anatomy that supports this activity. Others 

have written excellent and detailed reviews (see van Strien et al. 2009; Witter and Amaral 

2004), so our goal here is to highlight the fundamental connections in the hippocampal 

network that facilitate information processing.

The rodent hippocampal formation is a cashew-shaped structure (Fig. 1a) which includes the 

dentate gyrus (DG), the subiculum, and the hippocampus proper: CA1, CA2 and CA3 (as 

defined in Witter 1986; Witter et al. 2000). The key axes often used to describe the 

hippocampus are dorsoventral (often used synonymously with septotemporal, which 

describes the long axis from the septal, dorsomedial pole of the hippocampus to its temporal 

pole; Fig. 1b), transverse, and proximodistal (in which proximity is measured relative to DG, 

Fig. 1c). These axes can delineate anatomical as well as functional gradients, especially 

along the dorsoventral axis, as we will discuss later. Each hippocampal subregion is 

organized into layers, formed by the alignment of the principal neurons (Amaral and Witter 

1989; Ishizuka et al. 1995). In the hippocampus proper, principal pyramidal neurons are 

oriented with their basal dendrites in stratum oriens (SO), pyramidal cell bodies in stratum 

pyramidale (SP), and the apical dendrites in stratum radiatum (SR) and stratum lacunosum 

moleculare (SLM; Fig. 1c). Various types of interneurons with distinct morphological and 

functional properties are interspersed throughout each layer (Klausberger and Somogyi 

2008). In the DG, the principal granule cell layer is bordered by a molecular layer separating 

it from the hippocampal fissure. The two “blades” of the granule cell layer surround the 

hilus, or polymorphic layer, which is composed of interneurons and hilar mossy cells 

(Freund and Buzsaki 1996; van Strien et al. 2009). The diverse collection of neuronal 

populations in each hippocampal subregion strongly influences the activity patterns 

expressed across the hippocampal network.

The hippocampal circuit has canonically been described as a trisynaptic pathway, which 

involves the perforant path inputs of the entorhinal cortex (EC) to the DG, the mossy fiber 

projection from the DG to CA3, and the Schaffer collateral projection from CA3 to CA1 

(Ramón y Cajal 1893; Lorente de Nó 1934, 1933). However, many local, recurrent, and 

extrahippocampal connections add complexity to the flow of information through the 

hippocampus, as we will summarize below.

2.1 Hippocampal Inputs

Inputs to the hippocampal formation originate from both cortical and subcortical structures. 

The hippocampus receives its primary cortical innervation from the entorhinal cortex 

(Steward and Scoville 1976), via a projection called the perforant pathway (Fig. 1c). EC 

layer II projects to the apical dendrites of DG granule cells as well as CA3 and CA2 

pyramidal cells. While there is some evidence of additional EC input directly onto granule 
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cell bodies (Deller et al. 1996), most EC inputs target the DG molecular layer and SLM of 

CA2/CA3, with the medial EC (MEC) and the lateral EC (LEC) targeting the more proximal 

and distal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells, respectively (Witter et al. 1989). The 

stratification of inputs here may be important for dendritic summation and contribute in 

specific ways to local LFP (McNaughton and Barnes 1977; Bragin et al. 1995b). In contrast, 

EC layer III projects to CA1 and the subiculum. In these regions, the subdivision of the 

MEC and LEC occurs along the proximodistal axis, with the LEC targeting distal CA1 and 

proximal subiculum, and the MEC targeting proximal CA1 and distal subiculum (van Strien 

et al. 2009). Direct inputs from sensory and associational cortices primarily target the 

subiculum, although CA1 has been recently described to receive input directly from the 

anterior cingulate cortex (Rajasethupathy et al. 2015).

Subcortical inputs to the EC and the hippocampus arise from a variety of structures. The 

medial septum and diagonal band of Broca (MSDB) send long-range GABAergic and 

cholinergic afferents to the DG as well as to CA1, CA2 and CA3 (Petsche and Stumpf 1962; 

Frotscher and Leranth 1985; Freund and Antal 1988; Amaral and Kurz 1985). Additional 

modulatory inputs come from regions such as the locus coeruleus, the raphe nucleus, and 

others (Beckstead 1978; Loughlin et al. 1986). CA1 also communicates bidirectionally with 

the amygdala (Pitkanen et al. 2000; Pikkarainen et al. 1999), which has been long been 

implicated in emotional forms of learning and conditioned fear memory (Gallagher and 

Chiba 1996; Paz and Pare 2013; Duvarci and Pare 2014; Janak and Tye 2015). Specifically, 

the inputs from amygdala to ventral hippocampus have been causally linked to anxiety-like 

behaviors (Felix-Ortiz and Tye 2014; Felix-Ortiz et al. 2013). CA1 also receives direct input 

from the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus (Herkenham 1978; Dolleman-Van der Weel and 

Witter 1996; Vertes et al. 2007) which may influence goal-directed behavior (Ito et al. 2015). 

For a complete review of hippocampal inputs, see (Witter et al. 1989).

2.2 DG to CA3

Dentate granule cells receive their primary input from the EC and then project to CA3 

pyramidal neurons as well as to the other neuronal populations located in the dentate hilus. 

The DG projection to CA3 is known as the mossy fiber pathway, because of the extensive 

arborization of granule cell axons and the high density of elaborate postsynaptic spines 

known as thorny excrescences, which give a “mossy” appearance (Gonzales et al. 2001). In 

addition to its complex spine structure, CA3 is characterized by heavily recurrent 

connectivity, meaning that CA3 cells often project onto other CA3 cells (Ishizuka et al. 

1990). While recurrence also exists in other hippocampal subregions, it is substantially more 

prominent in CA3. Specifically, CA3c (Fig. 1c) projects recurrently to the same 

septotemporal levels of CA3c, while CA3b and CA3a project more extensively within CA3, 

both across the transverse axis and throughout the septotemporal axis. CA3 is therefore 

hypothesized to help coordinate activity across the septotemporal extent of the hippocampus 

(Ishizuka et al. 1990; Li et al. 1994). Furthermore, CA3 projects back to the DG hilus, most 

strongly from dorsal CA3c and ventral CA3. This back-projection primarily targets 

excitatory mossy cells and inhibitory interneurons in the hilus, and is therefore hypothesized 

to indirectly provide both excitation and inhibition of granule cells (Scharfman 2007).
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2.3 CA3 to CA1

By far the most intensively studied hippocampal projections are the Schaffer collateral 

projections from CA3 pyramidal cells to CA1, both ipsilaterally and contralaterally through 

the hippocampal commissure. The Schaffer collaterals synapse primarily onto the apical 

dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells in SR (Fig. 1c), and are stratified by origin: CA3c projects 

to superficial SR, CA3b to deep SR, and CA3a to SO. Distal CA3 projects to proximal CA1, 

and proximal CA3 projects to distal CA1 (Laurberg 1979; Ishizuka et al. 1990). Single CA1 

pyramidal cells and interneurons receive convergent inputs from both EC layer III and CA3 

(Kajiwara et al. 2008; Megias et al. 2001). Although modulated by neural state, the CA3 

drive of CA1 is generally thought to be stronger than that of the EC (Spruston 2008).

2.4 CA2

CA2 has received relatively little attention until recently, leaving the functional role of its 

connections in the hippocampal circuit unclear. CA2 receives input from EC layer II and 

CA3, as well as strong innervation from the supramammillary nucleus of the hypothalamus 

(Ishizuka et al. 1990; Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum 2010; Hitti and Siegelbaum 2014; Zhao et 

al. 2007). Furthermore, neurons in CA2 are extensively recurrently connected and send a 

strong projection from CA2 to CA1, synapsing primarily in SO and to a lesser degree in SR, 

and a backprojection from CA2 to CA3 (Hitti and Siegelbaum 2014; Tamamaki et al. 1988; 

Ishizuka et al. 1990; Cui et al. 2013). Other connections have been more controversial. 

Notably, individual studies have reported a CA2 to EC layer II projection (Rowland et al. 

2013) and a DG to CA2 projection (Kohara et al. 2014), while others do not observe such 

projections (e.g., Cui et al. 2013).

2.5 CA1

CA1 sends its strongest outputs to the subiculum and to the deep layers of the EC (layers V 

and VI). The projection to the subiculum is segregated such that proximal CA1 projects 

most strongly to distal subiculum while distal CA1 projects to proximal subiculum (Amaral 

et al. 1991). In addition, both CA1 and CA3 project directly to the MSDB (Toth et al. 1993; 

Toth and Freund 1992; Gulyas et al. 2003; Meibach and Siegel 1977), while other direct 

projections predominantly from ventral CA1 disperse hippocampal output widely across the 

brain (Cenquizca and Swanson 2007). Within CA1, local connectivity may have an 

influence on network patterns and on information processing before signals are sent 

outward. Specifically, CA1 pyramidal cells synapse laterally onto CA1 interneurons (Takacs 

et al. 2012; Amaral et al. 1991), which in turn can even project back to CA3 SR and SO as 

well as to the DG hilus (Sik et al. 1994, 1995). Furthermore, CA1 axons projecting forward 

to the subiculum extend collaterals that loop back into CA1 SO (Amaral et al. 1991), 

providing a small amount of recurrent connectivity within CA1.

2.6 Subiculum

The inputs and outputs of the subiculum differ substantially along the dorsal–ventral axis as 

well as the proximal–distal axis. Dorsal subiculum mostly innervates neocortical regions and 

receives most inputs from CA1 as well as perirhinal cortex, prefrontal cortex, visual cortex, 

and MSDB. The ventral subiculum receives the majority of its non-CA1 input from 
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subcortical structures, including hypothalamic nuclei, MSDB, and the amygdala, and returns 

projections to these regions as well as to the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus and the 

nucleus accumbens (Witter 2006; Ishizuka 2001; Witter and Amaral 2004). Recently, the 

early demonstration of a subicular backprojection to CA1 (Kohler 1985; Finch et al. 1983) 

was confirmed elegantly using Cre-dependent rabies tracing (Sun et al. 2014). Interestingly, 

both glutamatergic and GABAergic subicular pyramidal neurons innervate all layers of CA1, 

and the subicular neurons that backproject are the same neurons that receive direct input 

from CA1. These same cells also receive input from entorhinal cortex, visual cortex, and the 

MSDB, and both CA1 pyramidal cells and interneurons are targets of this backprojection 

(Sun et al. 2014). This newly elaborated circuit may provide an important substrate for 

feedback and fine tuning of hippocampal processing.

3 Electrophysiological Signatures of the Hippocampus

To understand how neural activity in the hippocampal circuit enables the encoding, 

consolidation, and retrieval of memories, rodent studies of the hippocampus often use place 

cells as a model for how information can be represented on the single cell and cell ensemble 

levels. For each subregion of the hippocampal network, we will describe how space is 

represented at the level of individual neurons, and then how these spatial representations are 

structured within rhythmic network activity. We will focus primarily on two network 

patterns that have been implicated in the encoding and retrieval of mnemonic information: 

theta oscillations and sharp-wave ripples. By understanding how network patterns organize 

the firing of place cells, we may begin to understand how neural networks may organize 

information into memories useful for guiding subsequent behavior.

3.1 Place Cells

The most striking feature of hippocampal neurons is their spatial specificity. Their stable, 

location-based receptive fields, called place fields, are now known to be characteristic of the 

majority of excitatory hippocampal neurons in all subregions (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky 

1971; Jung and McNaughton 1993; Muller and Kubie 1987; Thompson and Best 1990). It is 

important to note that the characterization of place cells is generally done during 

locomotion, including much of the information we will discuss in the following sections. 

However, a wealth of evidence suggests that neural activity maintains its place 

representations outside of locomotion, across behavioral states (e.g., de Lavilleon et al. 

2015; Pavlides and Winson 1989; Kay et al. 2016). Place fields develop over the first few 

minutes of exploration in a new environment and become more refined with experience (Hill 

1978; Wilson and McNaughton 1994; Frank et al. 2004). Although exact definitions vary, a 

cell’s place field is generally defined as the region in which its firing exceeds 1 Hz or a 

certain proportion of the cell’s peak firing rate in the environment, such that the place cell 

fires maximally when the animal is centered in its place field and sparsely or not at all in 

distant regions of the environment (O’Keefe 1976; Muller et al. 1987). Some place cells 

have multiple fields, especially in large environments (Fenton et al. 2008; Park et al. 2011). 

In different environments, different subsets of neurons will become active; this shift in 

ensemble place activity is called global remapping (Muller et al. 1987; Markus et al. 1995; 

Lever et al. 2002). A local alteration in an environment (e.g., elimination or addition of a 
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visual cue) might induce rate remapping, in which the active place cell ensemble remains the 

same, but the firing rates of the ensemble change (Leutgeb et al. 2005b; Anderson and 

Jeffery 2003; Allen et al. 2012). Rate remapping is thus hypothesized to contribute to the 

representation of new information within a pre-established spatial framework, while global 

remapping reflects the creation of an independent spatial representation. Overall, these 

encoding mechanisms show how neural ensemble activity relates to a representation of the 

animal’s experience, providing a means to investigate how experience is processed within 

the hippocampal circuit.

3.2 Theta Oscillations

During movement, place cells fire at specific times relative to a network rhythm known as 

theta. Theta is a low frequency oscillation (~8 Hz, or more broadly 5–12 Hz) which 

dominates the local field potential (LFP) during locomotion (Fig. 2) and during periods of 

active engagement in the environment, such as rearing, exploring objects, and preparation 

for movement (Green and Arduini 1954; Vanderwolf 1969; Grastyan et al. 1959; Foster et al. 

1989). An extensive body of literature has thus described theta as the critical marker of an 

active, location-encoding behavioral state in rodents. Moreover, as theta is known to 

coordinate place cell firing in this state, it has long been thought to be an important 

contributor to hippocampal processing (for review, see Buzsaki 2002).

It is worth noting that while theta has been observed in mammals other than rodents (Winson 

1972; Arnolds et al. 1980), theta is substantially less prominent in bats, cats, monkeys, and 

humans during analogous periods of locomotion and decision-making (Watrous et al. 2013; 

Jutras et al. 2013; Ulanovsky and Moss 2007; Kemp and Kaada 1975). For this reason, the 

specific significance of theta defined as a 5–12 Hz rhythm is not clear. It is possible that an 

alternative low frequency signal, or irregular but time-locked activity, may perform similar 

roles in other species (Watrous et al. 2013; Yartsev et al. 2011; Ulanovsky and Moss 2007). 

To encompass the general behavioral state marked by movement and active sensory 

engagement across species, we will refer to such periods of activity as the locomotor state. 

However, as most studies of hippocampal activity to date were conducted in rodents, we will 

discuss theta in the locomotor state as one potential mechanism for binding spatial and 

mnemonic representations.

Hippocampal theta is dependent on activity in the MSDB. Lesions of the MSDB abolish 

theta activity throughout the entire neocortex (Petsche and Stumpf 1962; Mitchell et al. 

1982; Stewart and Fox 1990), and theta suppression from MSDB inactivation has been 

directly linked to spatial working memory impairment (Mitchell et al. 1982; Givens and 

Olton 1990; Winson and Abzug 1978; Mizumori et al. 1989). However, other regions such 

as the supramammillary nuclei may also contribute to the pacing of theta (Kocsis and Vertes 

1997; Pan and McNaughton 2002). In addition, lesions of the EC drastically reduce theta 

power in the hippocampus, suggesting that entorhinal input may be critical for supporting a 

strong hippocampal theta signal (Buzsaki et al. 1983). Interestingly, while MSDB 

inactivation abolishes theta entirely, place coding in the hippocampus is somewhat abnormal 

but not absent (Brandon et al. 2014; Mizumori et al. 1989). The functional role of theta in 

establishing hippocampal representations thus remains somewhat unclear.
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In the rodent hippocampus, theta phase and amplitude are variable across layers (Buzsaki et 

al. 1986; Bullock et al. 1990) and change along the dorsoventral axis within the same layer 

(Patel et al. 2012). Theta phase is most consistent just above SP, in SO or corpus callosum, 

where phase changes within the layer are minimal along the dorsoventral axis (Lubenov and 

Siapas 2009). The phases of theta represent varying levels of excitation and inhibition. At 

the trough, for example, inhibition from local inhibitory interneurons is thought to be least, 

permitting strong firing in local pyramidal cells (Csicsvari et al. 1999b). During the 

locomotor state, the phase of theta at which a neuron fires is also governed by the animal’s 

proximity to the center of the place field, a phenomenon known as phase precession 

(O’Keefe and Recce 1993; Skaggs et al. 1996). As an animal enters a place field, that neuron 

will begin to fire in the later phases of theta, toward the peak of the oscillation. As the 

animal runs through the neuron’s place field, each spike of the neuron tends to align to a 

progressively earlier phase of the theta cycle, firing near the trough of theta in the place field 

center and on the descending phases as the rat moves past the place field center (O’Keefe 

and Recce 1993; Skaggs et al. 1996). This results in each cycle of theta containing a range of 

place cell activity ordered by location. During most theta cycles, the place cells that fire are 

those with fields spanning from just ahead to just behind the current position of the animal, 

such that this sequence of locations is compressed into one theta cycle (Itskov et al. 2008). 

This has been suggested as a strategy for compressing experience from the timescale of 

behavior down to the millisecond timescale of spike-timing-dependent plasticity (Skaggs et 

al. 1996), potentially enabling the rapid encoding of experience in novel environments 

(Cheng and Frank 2008) and the efficient transmission of spatial information to downstream 

brain regions (Skaggs et al. 1996; Olypher et al. 2003; Ego-Stengel and Wilson 2007). 

However, some theta cycles contain a range of place cells representing locations more 

distant from the animal, and these have been proposed to play a role in planning future 

trajectories (Gupta et al. 2012; Wikenheiser and Redish 2015). In general, place cell activity 

coupled to theta is thought to provide an ongoing representation of location and potentially 

represent immediate upcoming plans during active behavior.

3.3 Sharp-Wave Ripples (SWRs)

In contrast to the overt rhythmicity of theta during the locomotor state, the hippocampal LFP 

signal is far more irregular during times of awake immobility (Fig. 2) and slow wave sleep. 

These periods are punctuated by hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) (for review, see 

Buzsaki 2015). SWRs are perhaps the most synchronous events in the healthy brain, with an 

estimated 50,000–100,000 neurons discharging over ~50–150 ms in the hippocampus and 

EC (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1996; Csicsvari et al. 1999a). SWRs have been seen in mammals 

ranging from mice to humans (Buzsaki et al. 2003; Skaggs et al. 2007; Ulanovsky and Moss 

2007; Axmacher et al. 2008), suggesting that their function likely to be conserved. In the 

rodent, SWRs are characterized by a high frequency ripple oscillation (150–250 Hz) 

predominantly in the CA1 subregion (Buzsaki et al. 1992) as well as a sharp wave: a 

simultaneous large negative deflection of the LFP signal detectable throughout most of the 

hippocampus (Buzsaki 1986). During SWRs, ensembles of place cells become sequentially 

active in a time-compressed manner, often recapitulating prior experience at high speed 

(Pavlides and Winson 1989; Lee and Wilson 2002; Skaggs and McNaughton 1996; Buzsaki 

1989; Wilson and McNaughton 1994). These sequential reactivations are known as replay 
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events, and are hypothesized to be a key mechanism of hippocampal memory. 

Complementary to the rapid encoding enabled by compressed place cell sequences within 

theta cycles, replay during SWRs has been linked to memory consolidation and retrieval. 

Multiple studies have demonstrated that disrupting SWRs, either during awake immobility 

or sleep, is sufficient to impair performance on memory-dependent tasks (Girardeau et al. 

2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson 2010; Jadhav et al. 2012; Nokia et al. 2012). Furthermore, 

SWRs may contribute directly to forming new associations, potentially linking outcomes, 

such as reward, with the route that leads to them and thus guiding future behavior (Singer 

and Frank 2009; Foster and Wilson 2006; Lansink et al. 2008, 2009). Distinct patterns of 

activity concurrent with SWRs have been detected in numerous distant brain areas, 

suggesting that these events coordinate memory processes across the entire brain (Logothetis 

et al. 2012).

3.4 Network Activity Outside of Theta and SWRs

While theta and SWRs have been extensively studied as network patterns that facilitate 

spatial encoding, consolidation and retrieval, relatively little is known about how 

information in encoded outside of these patterns. During immobility and periods of slow 

movement, such as when an animal is consuming reward or simply sitting quietly, SWRs 

only comprise a small fraction (<10 %; Suzuki and Smith 1987; Buzsaki 1989, 2015; Kay et 

al. 2016) of the ongoing network activity. Recently, a subpopulation of principal neurons in 

CA2 has been shown to encode location in the absence of locomotion, firing specifically 

outside of SWRs. Along with neurons in CA1 and CA3, these neurons fire during a transient 

~200 ms network pattern with opposite polarity to that of sharp waves. These findings 

indicate a distinct hippocampal subnetwork dedicated to coding the animal’s current location 

during immobility and even sleep (Kay et al. 2016). In particular, spatial coding during sleep 

occurred during periods marked by small amplitude LFP activity distinct from the more 

commonly studied slow wave sleep and REM sleep states (Vanderwolf 1969; Jarosiewicz et 

al. 2002; Louie and Wilson 2001; Montgomery et al. 2008; Grosmark et al. 2012). Overall, 

these observations illustrate that that our understanding of the breadth of brain states relevant 

to hippocampal processing remains incomplete.

3.5 Gamma Oscillations

During both the locomotor state and quiescent brain states, an additional rhythm can be seen 

in the 20–110 Hz range, known as gamma. In the cortex, gamma oscillations have been 

proposed to play a role in binding neural ensembles, contributing to information transfer and 

spike-timing dependent plasticity (Gerstner et al. 1996; Markram et al. 1997; Fell and 

Axmacher 2011), and it is likely that they play similar roles in the hippocampus. However, 

unlike cortical gamma, hippocampal gamma has been subdivided into several frequency 

bands, each of which associates with specific states and subregions and is driven by distinct 

inputs and mechanisms (Buzsaki and Wang 2012; Belluscio et al. 2012). Slow (or low) 

gamma (20–50 Hz) is thought to be driven predominantly by CA3 (Bragin et al. 1995a; 

Colgin et al. 2009), while fast gamma (50–90 Hz) is thought to be driven by the MEC 

(Colgin et al. 2009). An even higher gamma band (90–150 Hz), sometimes called the epsilon 

band, has also been suggested (Csicsvari et al. 1999a; Sullivan et al. 2011; Freeman 2007). 

During the locomotor state, all three gamma bands can be observed nested within theta 
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cycles, generally with a single gamma band predominating in each cycle. Thus individual 

theta cycles tend to exhibit either slow or fast gamma in an interleaved fashion, likely 

dependent on the cognitive demands experienced by the animal. The frequency of gamma 

coupled to theta may influence the function and content of theta sequences (Colgin et al. 

2009; Zheng et al. 2016). During SWRs, slow gamma in particular is transiently increased in 

power and coherence throughout the hippocampal circuit, and has been proposed as a 

clocking mechanism to coordinate accurate replay (Carr et al. 2012; Pfeiffer and Foster 

2015).

In the remainder of this chapter, we will focus on the unique contributions of each 

hippocampal subregion to the patterns of cellular and network activity associated with 

spatial mnemonic processing in the locomotor state and during SWRs.

4 Entorhinal Cortex

The EC is the main conduit of information to the hippocampus, sending projections to every 

subregion. The EC receives and integrates sensory information from the primary sensory 

cortices and head direction information from the thalamic nuclei via the pre- and para-

subiculum. In turn, the EC receives direct feedback from the hippocampus. In rodents, the 

EC is comprised of medial and lateral subregions with distinct functional roles and 

anatomical connectivity, which are likely preserved in primates although the anatomical 

delineation between regions is less clear (Witter 1993; Kerr et al. 2007). The MEC conveys 

mostly spatial information, while encoding in the LEC tends to correspond more to objects, 

object–context associations, cues, and odors (Deshmukh and Knierim 2013).

4.1 Cell Characteristics of the EC

Within the MEC, distinct subpopulations of cells have been shown to represent major 

features of any environment. Grid cells are the most common, comprising 30 % of MEC 

cells, and are found in layers II and III (Zhang et al. 2013). The firing field of a grid cell 

forms a triangular lattice spanning the entire environment (Hafting et al. 2005). Grid cells 

are organized into modules that share similar grid scale and orientation; those located in 

dorsal MEC have smaller grid spacing than those in ventral MEC (Stensola et al. 2012). The 

other two major MEC populations are border cells, which exhibit firing fields specific to the 

edge of an environment (Savelli et al. 2008; Solstad et al. 2008; Lever et al. 2009), and head 

direction cells, which show preference for the animal facing a certain direction independent 

of location (Sargolini et al. 2006; Taube 2007). These populations can overlap, as some 

neurons, especially in layers III and V of the MEC, show both grid and head direction tuning 

(Sargolini et al. 2006). While grid, head direction, and border cells have been the most 

extensively characterized populations, they comprise only 50 % of the neurons in the MEC, 

and it is unclear what the function of the remaining neural population may be (Zhang et al. 

2013; Sasaki et al. 2015). Recently discovered speed cells may comprise part of this 

population (Kropff et al. 2015), and may be important for the constant updating of an 

animal’s location on the grid cell map, a process known as path integration (for review, see 

McNaughton et al. 2006). Together, MEC cells likely provide the animal with a spatial map 
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of the environment and a continuous representation of self-location and transmit that 

information to the hippocampus.

In contrast to the thoroughly studied MEC, the role of the LEC is much less clear. Current 

evidence suggests that the LEC may be responsible for encoding the objects, odors, and 

local cues that occur within an environment rather than mapping space on a global scale 

(Neunuebel et al. 2013). While objects and local cues can also influence the development of 

place fields in the MEC, LEC neurons generally lack the spatial tuning frequently seen in 

MEC neurons (Deshmukh and Knierim 2011; Yoganarasimha et al. 2011). Furthermore, 

lesions of the LEC have been shown to impair the association of objects with environmental 

contexts, despite sparing normal object recognition and context recognition (Wilson et al. 

2013). This finding, along with others, suggests that the LEC plays a role in linking items 

and cues with the environment in which they were experienced (Neunuebel et al. 2013). 

Together, the MEC and LEC are thought to provide the “where” and “what” of an 

experience to the hippocampus, where it can then be compared to previous experience, 

integrated with existing frameworks, and stored. In particular, the EC may establish location-

based representations of stimuli that could be the basis for the spatial encoding seen in 

hippocampal cells.

4.2 EC Network Activity

During the locomotor state, theta is prominent in the MEC and strongly entrains neuronal 

spiking (Deshmukh et al. 2010). Grid cells show theta phase precession (Hafting et al. 

2008), and the integrity of grid cell firing is dependent on theta oscillations (Koenig et al. 

2011). Surprisingly, although the MEC was initially suspected to be the primary driver of 

place cell activity, lesions of the MEC do not abolish hippocampal place fields (Van Cauter 

et al. 2008; Hales et al. 2014). However, MEC lesions do disrupt hippocampal theta phase 

precession and reduce the spatial specificity and stability of place fields (Van Cauter et al. 

2008; Hales et al. 2014; Schlesiger et al. 2015), concomitantly impairing spatial navigation-

dependent behavior (Hales et al. 2014). This evidence suggests that the MEC provides 

critical spatial and temporal cues to refine hippocampal representations of location. 

Conversely, grid cell integrity is heavily dependent on hippocampal feedback, as inactivation 

of the hippocampus abolishes grid cell periodicity (Hafting et al. 2008; Bonnevie et al. 

2013). In parallel to the reduced spatial encoding observed in the LEC compared to the 

MEC, the power of the theta rhythm is lower in the LEC than in the MEC or hippocampus, 

and entrainment of LEC neurons by theta is less prominent. This suggests that theta may be 

particularly important for coordinating spatial processing across the MEC and hippocampus, 

and less so for nonspatial object information in the LEC (Deshmukh et al. 2010).

Cells in the layers of the EC that project to the hippocampus are thought to be relatively 

inactive during SWRs themselves (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1994). However, several studies 

indicate that the EC, together with the rest of the neocortex, experiences periods of higher 

firing (up states) and periods of relative inactivity (down states) governed by the neocortical 

slow oscillation which may influence SWR activity in the hippocampus (Steriade et al. 

1993; Sirota et al. 2003; Battaglia et al. 2004a; Isomura et al. 2006). SWRs are more likely 

to occur during up states (Battaglia et al. 2004a; Sullivan et al. 2011), suggesting that the 
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overall cortical state may influence the ability of the hippocampus to generate SWRs, and 

this modulation may be conveyed by EC inputs.

5 Dentate Gyrus

Despite its prominent place in the hippocampal circuit, the DG has been one of the least 

studied of the hippocampal subregions with respect to patterns of network activity. However, 

it has garnered attention due to several unique characteristics. Most notably, the DG is one of 

the only regions in the brain which supports persistent neurogenesis throughout life. The 

regular addition of new neurons to DG circuitry has major implications for network activity 

in the region (Ge et al. 2008; Schmidt-Hieber et al. 2004) and for behavior dependent on the 

DG (Dupret et al. 2008; Garthe et al. 2009; Jessberger et al. 2009; Shors et al. 2001; 

Wojtowicz et al. 2008). A second key feature of the DG is the highly sparse firing of its 

principal cells, which have very low spontaneous firing rates (Amaral et al. 1990; Jung and 

McNaughton 1993) and of which only a very small fraction are active in any given 

environment (Guzowski et al. 1999). It has been proposed that the sparse firing of distributed 

ensembles and the addition of newborn neurons into those ensembles make the DG uniquely 

suited to perform pattern separation, a process by which similar experiences are 

disambiguated and encoded by orthogonal representations (Marr 1971; Clelland et al. 2009).

5.1 Cell Characteristics of the DG

The principal cell type in the DG is the granule cell (GC). These small, tightly packed cells 

make up the cell layer ‘blades’ of the DG. Neurogenesis in the sub-granular zone lining the 

border between the GC layer and hilus consistently adds newborn GCs to the GC layer. 

These newborn cells migrate and integrate into existing GC layer circuitry over a 4–8 week 

period, during which they show increased excitability compared to mature GCs (Esposito et 

al. 2005; Ge et al. 2008; Schmidt-Hieber et al. 2004; Gu et al. 2012; Li et al. 2012; Marin-

Burgin et al. 2012; Danielson et al. 2016). GCs tend to fire very sparsely (generally less than 

0.5 Hz in awake recordings), and have narrow, asymmetric waveforms (Jung and 

McNaughton 1993). Recordings from putative GCs suggest that they have spatially and 

directionally specific place fields that are highly stable, although smaller than those found in 

CA3 and CA1 (Jung and McNaughton 1993; Leutgeb et al. 2007). Moreover, these putative 

GCs may have more discontiguous sub-place fields than CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells, 

although due to dense cellular packing of the DG, this conclusion is confounded by the 

challenge of identifying the cell type being recorded. It is possible that the cells with 

multiple sub-place fields may be the hyperexcitable newborn GCs or mossy cells, another 

excitatory neuronal population in the DG (Danielson et al. 2016; Neunuebel and Knierim 

2012).

Small, subtle changes in an environment are sufficient to prompt global remapping of DG 

ensembles and thus change DG input to CA3, in contrast to CA3 ensembles which adjust 

slightly but do not remap (Danielson et al. 2016; Leutgeb et al. 2007; Neunuebel and 

Knierim 2014). This falls in line with the idea of pattern separation, showing that the DG 

can amplify differences between similar experiences. However, it remains challenging to 

differentiate the contribution of young and mature GCs to ensemble representations. New 
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GCs seem to be important for pattern separation, as blocking neurogenesis impairs the 

ability to perform pattern separation, while stimulating neurogenesis enhances it (Nakashiba 

et al. 2012; Tronel et al. 2012; Creer et al. 2010; Sahay et al. 2011; Clelland et al. 2009). 

This finding is somewhat contradicted, however, by the hyperactive nature of young GCs, 

which would seem to undermine the activation of orthogonal ensembles capable of 

distinguishing similar experiences (Johnston et al. 2016; Danielson et al. 2016). However, 

young GCs have also been shown to more effectively recruit feedback inhibition than mature 

GCs (Temprana et al. 2015), which may offset their hyperactivity (McAvoy et al. 2015).

The sparse firing of granule cells is enforced by high levels of GABAergic inhibition from 

local inhibitory interneurons. Various interneuron subtypes provide both feedback and 

feedforward inhibition onto GCs by targeting GC bodies or dendrites, respectively 

(Savanthrapadian et al. 2014). In addition to interneurons, the hilus also contains excitatory 

mossy cells (Henze and Buzsaki 2007; Scharfman and Myers 2012). As mossy cells are 

relatively rare (1:100 ratio of mossy cells to granule cells; (Henze and Buzsaki 2007), and 

because it is unclear how best to distinguish them from GCs, they have not been well 

characterized electrophysio-logically (Neunuebel and Knierim 2012). Mossy cells receive 

inputs either directly from the EC or indirectly through GCs, and synapse onto hilar 

interneurons and remote GCs (Buckmaster et al. 1996; Larimer and Strowbridge 2008). This 

may allow them to integrate activity across the septotemporal axis of the DG by transferring 

excitation between GCs, or by suppressing the activity of distant GC populations via 

feedforward inhibition (Larimer and Strowbridge 2008; Henze and Buzsaki 2007). Together, 

the interactions between sparsely firing mature GCs, excitable newborn GCs, mossy cells, 

and interneurons may underlie the DG’s ability to integrate entorhinal inputs into distinct 

representations of mnemonic experience.

5.2 DG Network Activity During the Locomotor State

Large, clear theta oscillations can be observed in the DG during the locomotor state (Bragin 

et al. 1995b) (Fig. 2). Theta entrains the spiking of both GCs and interneurons (Skaggs et al. 

1996), although newborn GCs may be more weakly modulated (Rangel et al. 2013). 

Spatially modulated GCs also exhibit theta phase precession (Skaggs et al. 1996). Theta 

phase, as well as the coherence of DG theta with the rest of the hippocampus, varies by 

layer, which may be due to the stratification of inputs from different EC layers (Montgomery 

et al. 2009). Theta power and coherence measures also fluctuate based on the activity being 

performed, although the significance of these observations remains unclear.

During the locomotor state, gamma oscillations nested within the theta rhythm are larger in 

the hilus than anywhere else in the hippocampus (Bragin et al. 1995a; Buzsaki 2002; 

Montgomery and Buzsaki 2007). Like theta, the power and coherence of DG gamma with 

the rest of the circuit fluctuates with the cognitive demands of activity performed 

(Montgomery and Buzsaki 2007), but the exact role of DG gamma is not known. A study 

using current source density analysis (CSD; see Box) showed the largest gamma current sink 

in the middle third of the DG molecular layer, where axons from the MEC terminate. This 

current sink disappeared upon lesion of the EC, further suggesting that DG gamma activity 

is primarily driven by the EC during locomotor state (Bragin et al. 1995a). This study did 
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not differentiate slow gamma from fast gamma; however, as the EC is thought to promote 

fast rather than slow gamma in the hippocampus (Colgin et al. 2009), the CSD finding may 

predominantly reflect fast gamma in the DG during the locomotor state.

BOX

Measuring neural activity in an awake, behaving animal

Recording neural activity during behavior allows us to understand how information is 

processed during an experience and stored as memories. We will discuss two primary 

types of data collected during this process: single unit activity and local field potential 

(LFP).

Single unit activity refers to the action potentials, or spikes, fired by individual neurons. 

Although spikes can now be recorded in vivo using whole cell patch clamp techniques 

(Tao et al. 2015) or calcium imaging (Ziv et al. 2013), the predominant method for 

recording unit activity in vivo is extracellular recording. An action potential alters the 

ionic charge in the extracellular space, as positive sodium ions flow into the cell and 

away from the recording electrode. The cell’s depolarization is therefore reflected as a 

sharp negative deflection on the extracellular electrode, the inverse of an intracellular 

recording. The amplitude of this deflection, or waveform, is primarily a function of the 

electrode’s proximity to the cell, as an electrode closer to the cell will measure a larger 

voltage change. However, because the cell layers of the hippocampus are so densely 

populated, it can be challenging to distinguish the activity of a single neuron from the 

surrounding neurons. To address this, hippocampal electrophysiologists typically use 

recording probes with several closely spaced electrode sites, such as tetrodes, which 

consist of four insulated electrode wires twisted together (for review, see Buzsaki 2004). 

Each wire picks up a cell’s spike at a slightly different amplitude due to the different 

proximity of each wire to the cell. This allows the spikes of the cell to be “clustered” by 

comparing the recorded amplitudes between pairs of electrode wires (Gray et al. 1995; 

Jog et al. 2002), thus isolating the spike cluster from those of neighboring cells in 

amplitude space. In contrast, single site electrodes can be sufficient to isolate cells in less 

densely packed brain regions such as the cortex.

Once spikes have been clustered to link them to a particular neuron, parameters such as 

the neuron’s firing rate, inter-spike interval, and spike waveform can be analyzed to better 

understand its activity. In the hippocampus, pyramidal cells and fast-spiking interneurons 

can be putatively identified by their different waveform shapes and firing rates (Fox and 

Ranck 1981). Not all neuronal populations have clearly differentiable waveforms, 

however, so it is difficult to definitively identify cell types using extracellular recording 

alone. Further analysis often describes how the timing of spikes is modulated by 

behavioral events or by local network activity, as reflected by local field potentials.

Local field potentials (LFP) are defined as the extracellular voltage fluctuations at lower 

frequencies relative to spiking, which reflect neural network oscillations (hippocampal 

spiking is typically filtered between ~600–6000 Hz, LFP between ~1–400 Hz) (for 

review, see Buzsaki et al. 2012). The LFP signal is dominated by synaptic and dendritic 

activity near the recording electrode for two main reasons. First, high frequency action 
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potentials are largely removed by the low-pass filter. Second, and more importantly, 

dendritic post-synaptic currents occur at slower timescales than action potentials, 

increasing the chance of events coinciding in time. The ionic flux of many coincident 

small synaptic events accumulates, resulting in relatively large fluctuations in the LFP. In 

laminar structures in which the dendrites and cell bodies of principal neurons are 

segregated, such as the hippocampus, synaptic input often aligns spatially and temporally, 

resulting in characteristic layer-specific LFP activity. The amplitude of the LFP signal is 

influenced by the scale, anatomical organization, and synchrony of inputs to a particular 

layer (Kajikawa and Schroeder 2011), as well as the proximity of the electrode to the site 

of maximal current flow, which can be measured using current source density analysis 

(CSD; Mitzdorf 1985). CSD utilizes the change in LFP signal across closely spaced 

recording sites to help identify the location of inward or outward current flow. A CSD 

sink is a negative deflection that represents predominantly positive ions moving into a 

cell (i.e., an input generating local action potentials), and a source is a positive deflection 

that is typically interpreted as reflecting the compensatory exit of those positive ions from 

another part of the cell.

There are many methods for analyzing LFP signals to gain an understanding of how 

network-level activity is organized within and across brain regions. To isolate particular 

rhythms, LFPs are often decomposed into their time and frequency components. 

Measuring the relative intensity of different frequency components can be done using 

spectral analysis, and the interaction between different frequencies of oscillation can be 

described by cross-frequency coupling parameters (Tort et al. 2010). LFP can also be 

compared across multiple brain areas using a measure called coherence, which describes 

the coordinated modulation of the phase or amplitude of the LFP signals, and may reflect 

common driving inputs or information flow between the regions (Fries 2005). Finally, as 

mentioned above, the phase preference of single unit spiking can be determined to 

understand how LFP signals modulate the firing of local neuronal ensembles. Together, 

action potentials from individual cells (single unit activity) combined with coordinated 

network signals (LFP) enable detailed description of neural activity within and across 

brain regions.

5.3 DG Network Activity During SWRs

Since SWRs are thought to originate in CA3 and proceed to CA1, as described later in this 

chapter, most studies have focused on the SWR-related activity that occurs in those 

subregions. However, several pieces of evidence suggest that the DG also participates in 

SWR-associated activity. First, granule cell activity has been observed during SWRs 

(Penttonen et al. 1997) including reactivation during sleep (Shen et al. 1998), potentially 

driven by the CA3 backprojection (Scharfman 2007, 1994). Second, state-dependent activity 

in the DG may affect SWR generation. During slow wave sleep, DG activity can be 

categorized into “up” and “down” states which correlate with those seen in neocortex 

(Isomura et al. 2006; Sullivan et al. 2011). As mentioned above, SWRs are more likely to 

occur during up states than down states (Battaglia et al. 2004a; Isomura et al. 2006; Sullivan 

et al. 2011). This suggests state-dependent modulation of SWR generation, however, it is 
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unclear whether the DG contributes to this modulation directly, or whether both the DG and 

CA3 are influenced by EC up/down states in parallel. Finally, a recent study have shown that 

slow gamma activity in the DG increases during SWRs (Gillespie et al. 2016). This is 

similar to an SWR-associated transient slow gamma increase observed in CA3 (Carr et al. 

2012), which may serve as a critical timing mechanism to organize replay activity during 

SWRs (Pfeiffer and Foster 2015) as we will further discuss below. In the DG, the power of 

slow gamma transiently increases during SWRs, as does coherence in this frequency band 

between DG-CA3 and DG-CA1. These results suggest that slow gamma activity engages all 

subregions of the hippocampus proper during SWRs, potentially coordinating information 

flow through the circuit. Disruption of DG circuitry, caused by the loss of hilar interneuron 

populations, results in impaired SWR-associated slow gamma activity throughout the 

hippocampal circuit, further indicating that the DG may be actively engaged during SWRs 

(Gillespie et al. 2016).

Interestingly, there is another pattern of activity, called dentate spikes (DSs), that also occurs 

in the DG during awake immobility and slow wave sleep (Bragin et al. 1995b; Penttonen et 

al. 1997). DSs are brief, large-amplitude LFP deflections seen in the hilus and granule cell 

layer. Two types have been described, one (DS1) which has a broad waveform, shows a 

phase reversal in the outer molecular layer, and contains some fast gamma activity, and 

another (DS2) which shows a single narrow LFP peak with a phase reversal in the inner 

molecular layer (Bragin et al. 1995b). Lesions of the EC eliminate both DS types, and CSD 

analysis of these events as well as the location of their phase reversals suggests LEC and 

MEC drive of DS1 and DS2, respectively (Bragin et al. 1995b). Although DSs and SWRs 

appear during the same behavioral state, they do not coincide. Instead, DSs seem to have the 

opposite effect on the hippocampus from SWRs; rather than inducing ensemble activity 

downstream, DSs seem to transiently suppress CA3 and CA1 activity (Bragin et al. 1995b; 

Penttonen et al. 1997; Buzsaki et al. 2003). Although behavioral correlates of DSs are not 

well understood, this observation suggests that they may enable a transient blockade of 

hippocampal output via CA1.

6 CA3 and CA1

CA3 and CA1 are by far the most well-studied subregions of the hippocampus. As activity 

patterns are highly coordinated across CA3 and CA1, we will discuss their network activity 

in parallel, while highlighting the distinctions that embody each region’s unique role in 

hippocampal processing.

6.1 Functional Roles of CA3

CA3 has been functionally implicated in rapid task acquisition (Lee and Kesner 2003; 

Nakazawa et al. 2003, 2008; Kesner 2007; Lee and Kesner 2004; Cravens et al. 2006), as 

well as task recall (Nakazawa et al. 2002; Kesner 2007; Lee et al. 2005; Schlesiger et al. 

2013), the latter of which is likely facilitated by the retrieval of previously learned patterns. 

For example, lesions of CA3 impair the ability of animals to use partial cues to trigger 

memory-based performance of a task acquired in the presence of full cues (Gold and Kesner 

2005). This ability to recall a whole memory based on a partial cue is known as pattern 
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completion, and may be a critical neural process for comparing current events to past 

memories and generalizing across similar experiences (for review, see Leutgeb and Leutgeb 

2007; Knierim and Neunuebel 2016; Rolls 2007). Pattern completion may be supported by 

the trait which most often distinguishes CA3 in the current literature: its relatively high level 

of recurrent connectivity compared to other hippocampal subregions (Ishizuka et al. 1990; 

Li et al. 1994; Witter 2007). This recurrence has been presented as anatomical evidence that 

CA3 acts as an autoassociative network (Marr 1971; Guzowski et al. 2004; Treves and Rolls 

1991; Rolls 2007; Papp et al. 2007; Gilbert and Brushfield 2009; McClelland and Goddard 

1996; Treves and Rolls 1992, 1994). Autoassociation implies that the activation of a subset 

of neurons within an ensemble can drive sustained activation of the entire ensemble by 

propagating excitation through reciprocal connections between cells (Lisman 2003). Such an 

autoassociative network might also exhibit attractor dynamics (Marr 1971; Mcnaughton and 

Morris 1987; Kali and Dayan 2000; Leutgeb et al. 2005c; Rolls 2007; Lengyel et al. 2005). 

In CA3, an ensemble of neurons representing a stored memory could act as the attractor 

basin; when an input is similar enough to the stored memory, the activity in the network 

settles on that ensemble. When an external input is sufficiently distinct from the stored 

pattern, it would outweigh the ongoing activity to transition the pattern of activity to a new 

group of cells, and thus form a distinct memory (Renno-Costa et al. 2014; Leutgeb and 

Leutgeb 2007; Colgin et al. 2010). While there is not yet definitive evidence that CA3 

functions as a true attractor network, the importance of its recurrent collaterals to pattern 

completion have been supported by recent findings. Results showing that distal CA3 (where 

the level of recurrence is highest) shows stronger autoassociation than proximal CA3 (where 

recurrence is lowest) suggest that the contribution of CA3 subregions to pattern completion 

depends on the local recurrent connectivity (Lee et al. 2015). The autoassociative nature of 

CA3 is further supported by the stability of CA3 population representations in response to 

small changes in environmental cues (Neunuebel and Knierim 2014), indicating that small 

changes in sensory inputs are insufficient to substantially alter the representation.

6.2 Functional Roles of CA1

The CA1 network represents the final stage of hippocampal processing before information is 

sent to the subiculum and to the rest of the brain. CA1 continually integrates input received 

from CA3 and the EC during ongoing experience (Bittner et al. 2015; Spruston 2008; 

Milstein et al. 2015; Piskorowski and Chevaleyre 2012; Kali and Freund 2005) and permits 

incremental spatial learning and retrieval even in the absence of CA3 input (Nakashiba et al. 

2008). One possible function of CA1 is to compare past experiences stored in and retrieved 

by CA3 with new information from ongoing experiences transmitted by the EC. In this 

scenario, CA1 would then create a new representation when there is no past experience that 

directly corresponds to current input (Lee et al. 2004a; Hasselmo and Schnell 1994; Lisman 

1999; Vinogradova 2001; Duncan et al. 2012; Meeter et al. 2005; Meeter et al. 2004). CA1 

may therefore compile memories by layering newly learned spatial information onto past 

and current representations of the global environment.

The possibility that CA1 somehow compares stored and new information is consistent with 

observations that CA1 responds to novelty (Lisman and Otmakhova 2001; Li et al. 2003; 

Kumaran and Maguire 2007), specifically by signaling the presence of a novel experience 
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and potentially enhancing the incorporation of novel information into an existing framework 

(Larkin et al. 2014). In particular, CA1 place cells change their firing rates in response to 

novel or changing objects (Lenck-Santini et al. 2005; Deshmukh and Knierim 2013; Fyhn et 

al. 2002; Larkin et al. 2014) and novel spatial environments (Karlsson and Frank 2008; Nitz 

and McNaughton 2004; VanElzakker et al. 2008). CA1 network patterns, including SWRs 

and gamma, are also modulated by novelty both during the novel experience and during 

sleep afterward (Cheng and Frank 2008; Karlsson and Frank 2009; Eschenko et al. 2008; 

O’Neill et al. 2008; Singer and Frank 2009; Dupret et al. 2010; Kemere et al. 2013; 

Ramadan et al. 2009). Importantly, novelty-induced increases in firing rate and SWR 

reactivation appear to be specific to CA1, and not CA3 (Karlsson and Frank 2008), 

suggesting that the recognition of novelty is a function that emerges uniquely in CA1 or in 

conjunction with the EC, rather than through input to CA1 from CA3 (Larkin et al. 2014).

6.3 Cell Characteristics of CA3 and CA1

In support of their complementary functional roles, CA3 and CA1 exhibit small but 

important differences in how their principal cells represent space and other variables. Place 

cells in the two regions have similar spatial coverage and firing rates (Olton et al. 1978; 

O’Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971; Best and Ranck 1982) but CA3 is thought to be more strictly 

responsive to spatial location than CA1 (Barnes et al. 1990; Lee et al. 2004b; Leutgeb et al. 

2005a; Knierim et al. 2006; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski 2004; Leutgeb et al. 2004, 2005b). 

Once CA3 places fields are established in a given environment, firing rates and spatial 

coverage remain stable over time (Mankin et al. 2012, 2015). CA3 ensembles also show 

higher sensitivity to absolute location than CA1 ensembles, as distinct populations of CA3 

cells can represent distinct spatial locations, even if the local environments in those locations 

are visually identical (Leutgeb et al. 2004). In contrast, the fields of CA1 cells show 

prolonged susceptibility to modulation by sensory cues and changes in the environment 

(e.g., Leutgeb et al. 2004; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski 2004), and thus are more likely to 

globally remap their firing fields within the same environment than CA3 cells. In addition to 

encoding spatial information, CA1 place cells can integrate nonspatial information into their 

firing patterns, usually via rate remapping, to odors, objects, goals, and conditioned stimuli 

(Eichenbaum et al. 1987; Kobayashi et al. 1997; Kennedy and Shapiro 2009; Hok et al. 

2007; Moita et al. 2003; Manns and Eichenbaum 2009; Komorowski et al. 2009; McKenzie 

et al. 2014; Dupret et al. 2010). The sensitivity of CA1 ensembles is further reflected in 

novel environments, in which CA1 firing rates start high and then decline along with the 

proportion of active CA1 cells as an environment becomes familiar. This tunes the 

population representation to a subset of CA1 neurons (Karlsson and Frank 2008).

During early exposure to an environment, place cells in both CA3 and CA1 may fire in any 

direction of movement through their place field (Muller et al. 1987). However, over the 

course of experience on a stereotyped path, such as a linear track, cells tend to develop a 

directional preference (McNaughton et al. 1983; Frank et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2004b). 

This directional bias is informative, as the ordered firing of unidirectional place cells enables 

the decoding of not only the spatial trajectory of an animal, but also the animal’s direction of 

movement. In addition, cells in both CA3 and CA1 are capable of developing path 

equivalence through experience, in which cells fire similarly in geometrically or 
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behaviorally similar areas of a spatial maze. This path equivalence reflects an ability of 

CA3/CA1 neurons to generalize across related locations and episodes, rather than an 

inability to distinguish locations (Singer et al. 2010).

Interestingly, despite the flow of information in the canonical trisynaptic loop, the DG is not 

required for the spatial specificity of place fields in CA3 (McNaughton et al. 1989). 

Likewise, neither inactivation of CA3 nor the EC is sufficient to abolish place fields in CA1, 

yet both result in more diffuse, less spatially tuned place fields in CA1 (Mizumori et al. 

1989; Brun et al. 2002, 2008a; Van Cauter et al. 2008; Nakashiba et al. 2008). Together, 

these results suggest that although CA1 place fields can be derived from either EC or CA3 

input, both projections are required for robust spatial specificity. These findings also support 

a role for CA3 in providing a stable spatial framework onto which other types of information 

can be layered via the more malleable encoding seen in CA1.

6.4 CA3 and CA1 Network Activity During the Locomotor State

During locomotion, CA3 and CA1 cell activity is tightly coupled to the theta rhythm, with 

both regions exhibiting temporally compressed place cell sequences via theta phase 

precession that emerge rapidly during novel experience (Feng et al. 2015). As mentioned 

previously, theta phase precession is thought to be a mechanism by which online spatial 

encoding is compressed onto a time scale conducive to neural plasticity (Skaggs et al. 1996). 

Theta phase precession has likewise been proposed to promote synaptic plasticity between 

CA3 and CA1 cells, such that synapses are strengthened between cells with overlapping 

place fields via the repeated coincident firing of those cells during experience (Mehta et al. 

2000, 2002; O’Neill et al. 2008; Isaac et al. 2009). Moreover, the theta phase at which a 

place cell fires indicates how far into the firing field the animal is, providing a temporal code 

for location. This temporal code, consisting of the precise timing of spikes relative to theta, 

exists independently from the rate code of the local network. The rate code is defined as the 

collective firing rates of the local ensemble, which represent both location as well as other 

nonspatial features due to rate remapping (Mehta et al. 2002; Jensen and Lisman 2000; 

Huxter et al. 2003). The addition of a temporal code to this framework thus could support 

precise spatial coding despite firing rates that may be highly variable (Mehta et al. 2002; 

Ahmed and Mehta 2009; Hopfield 1995).

The phases of theta have functional implications in terms of inputs to the circuit, possibly 

segregating encoding and retrieval (Hasselmo 2005; Hasselmo et al. 2002; Mizuseki et al. 

2009). At the trough of theta, Schaffer collateral synapses are highly susceptible to long-

term potentiation (Hyman et al. 2003; Kwag and Paulsen 2009) and receive maximal 

excitation from the EC, potentially facilitating the encoding of new information (Brankack et 

al. 1993; Kamondi et al. 1998; Mizuseki et al. 2009; Colgin et al. 2009). At the peak of 

theta, EC input to CA1 decreases and gives way to maximal CA3 input, but CA3 synapses 

onto CA1 neurons are more likely to be depressed than potentiated (Hyman et al. 2003; 

Kwag and Paulsen 2009). This may allow for retrieval without corrupting or restoring the 

retrieved information (Hasselmo 2005; Hasselmo et al. 2002; Mizuseki et al. 2009). 

Importantly, the theta referred to in these studies was recorded from the hippocampal fissure, 

which is ~180° out of phase with the theta recorded in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer 
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(Hasselmo 2005). Recent behavioral evidence supports this hypothesis of input segregation, 

as inhibition of CA1 at the peak of theta enhanced spatial working memory performance 

when delivered during the encoding phase of the task, while inhibition during the trough 

improved performance during the retrieval phase of the task (Siegle and Wilson 2014). This 

balance of encoding and retrieval within single theta cycles could be due to the dendritic 

integration of CA3 and EC inputs on CA1 neurons, regulated by waxing and waning 

inhibition at theta frequencies (Milstein et al. 2015).

Another critical function of theta in CA3 and CA1 may be the exploration of future 

trajectories and goals. Early in learning, an animal will often pause at decision points on a 

maze and visually survey possible routes before choosing a trajectory (termed vicarious trial 

and error, or VTE) (Muenzinger 1938; Tolman 1938). During periods of VTE behavior, the 

neural representation of location sweeps ahead of the animal as distant place cells activate 

(Johnson and Redish 2007). These sweeps of activity within a theta cycle, called theta 

sequences, are distinct from the majority of theta content because they activate 

representations outside the animal’s current position. Similarly, nonlocal theta sequences can 

be predictive, reflecting the upcoming behavior of the animal. When deciding between 

possible reward locations, place cells representing the chosen goal location become active 

during theta cycles ahead of their place fields, despite often substantial distances from the 

animal’s current location (Wikenheiser and Redish 2015).

During ongoing locomotion, place cells may also fire at different rates in the same location 

depending on the animal’s future destination (prospective coding) or past locations 

(retrospective coding) (Frank et al. 2000; Wood et al. 2000; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro 2003; 

Ainge et al. 2007; Ito et al. 2015). These types of coding suggest that place field activity can 

encode not only absolute location, but also the animal’s position relative to an ongoing 

trajectory (Frank et al. 2000) and thus reflects both upcoming and past experience. 

Interestingly, the prospective coding phenomenon has also been observed in cells which are 

modulated by time rather than location (for review see Eichenbaum 2014). These “time 

cells” were first observed to fire at temporally specific intervals while an animal ran on a 

treadmill in a singular location, forming sequences which predicted the animal’s upcoming 

trajectory (Pastalkova et al. 2008). Time cells exhibit theta phase precession and can also 

have place properties, suggesting that time and place encoding coexist within theta 

sequences (MacDonald et al. 2011; Kraus et al. 2013). Time cell coupling to the theta 

rhythm has also been described in the context of odor memory in head-fixed animals, 

indicating that temporal encoding also exists in the absence of movement (MacDonald et al. 

2013). Together the current evidence points to a role for theta in exploring future 

possibilities and temporally organizing spatial experience.

As mentioned earlier, gamma band activity can be found nested within theta oscillations 

during the locomotor state (Belluscio et al. 2012; Colgin et al. 2009; Csicsvari et al. 2003; 

Bragin et al. 1995a). The frequency of both slow and fast gamma bands increases with 

increasing speed of locomotion, as do theta frequencies, indicating locomotor-driven 

coupling (Ahmed and Mehta 2012). In both CA1 and CA3, slow gamma shows a subtle 

increase in frequency at higher velocities, while the frequency of fast gamma is strongly 

modulated by speed (Ahmed and Mehta 2012; Zheng et al. 2015). In addition to modulating 
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oscillation frequency, movement speed differentially alters the power of slow and fast 

gamma in rats. With increasing speed, slow gamma power decreases while fast gamma 

power increases, suggesting continuous modulation of the circuit as the behavioral state of 

the animal changes (Kemere et al. 2013). However, both slow and fast gamma power were 

positively modulated by speed in mice, suggesting that gamma power modulation varies 

across species (Chen et al. 2011). The shift to higher frequencies and power of fast gamma is 

mirrored by an increase in MEC firing rates at faster speeds (Zheng et al. 2015), suggesting 

predominant engagement of CA1 by the EC at high speeds and by CA3 at low speeds 

(Kemere et al. 2013; Zheng et al. 2015).

The coupling of theta with slow and fast gamma has been proposed to underlie dynamic 

switching between difference sources of information in the hippocampus, modulated by 

behavioral and cognitive demands. Fast gamma, driven by the MEC, is thought to convey 

information about current location and state, and coincides with spiking activity enriched for 

place cells with place fields near the animal’s current position. In contrast, slow gamma, 

driven by CA3 (Scheffer-Teixeira et al. 2012; Belluscio et al. 2012; Colgin et al. 2009), may 

be more likely to coincide with place field spiking that represents trajectories extending 

beyond the current location (Zheng et al. 2016). The theta cycles containing slow gamma are 

likely to correspond with the nonlocal representations during VTE or trajectory planning, as 

mentioned above (Johnson and Redish 2007; Wikenheiser and Redish 2015). As further 

evidence for a role in active information processing, the phase coupling between theta and 

both slow and fast gamma is increased during awake locomotion as compared to REM sleep 

(Montgomery et al. 2008). Together, the evidence suggests that dynamic coupling between 

network oscillations may reflect changing cognitive demand on the hippocampal circuit 

during active learning and navigation (Montgomery and Buzsaki 2007; Axmacher et al. 

2010; Bott et al. 2015; Igarashi et al. 2014; Colgin 2015; Tort et al. 2009).

6.5 CA3 and CA1 Network Activity During SWRs

CA1 and CA3 are the main contributors to the network activity involved in SWRs and play 

distinct but highly intertwined roles in supporting these events. SWRs are an intrinsic 

hippocampal pattern, frequently occurring in hippocampal slice preparations in which major 

hippocampal afferents, such as those from the EC, are generally disrupted (e.g., Maier et al. 

2003). Since the discovery of replay during SWRs, hundreds of studies have investigated 

their origins and functional contributions to memory processes like consolidation and 

retrieval.

During SWRs, ensembles of neurons are reactivated in a precise, time-compressed sequence 

that recapitulates experience. Place cell reactivation was originally demonstrated during 

sleep after the animal had traversed the reactivated cell’s place field (Pavlides and Winson 

1989). Ensemble reactivation during sleep was then demonstrated by the finding that pairs of 

cells with overlapping place fields in a previously explored environment reactivated together 

more frequently than pairs of cells with distant place fields (Wilson and McNaughton 1994). 

With improvements in analysis techniques, it became possible to observe the reactivation of 

more specific neuronal sequences during sleep that recapitulated awake experience (Skaggs 

and McNaughton 1996; Kudrimoti et al. 1999; Nadasdy et al. 1999; Lee and Wilson 2002). 
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These replay events were shown to occur specifically during SWRs (Kudrimoti et al. 1999; 

Lee and Wilson 2002). Replay was also suggested to occur during periods of awake 

immobility (Pavlides and Winson 1989; Kudrimoti et al. 1999) and then confirmed during 

pauses in awake behavior (Foster and Wilson 2006; Jackson et al. 2006; O’Neill et al. 2006; 

Diba and Buzsaki 2007). Some studies also reported that SWRs can even occur during 

movement, particularly in more novel environments (O’Neill et al. 2006; Cheng and Frank 

2008). The time-compressed representation of prior experience during SWRs made these 

network events compelling candidates for neural mechanisms of memory processes.

In support of this theory, several studies have provided causal evidence for the essential role 

of SWRs in learning and memory. During rest immediately following training sessions on a 

spatial memory task, disruption of SWRs impaired subsequent task performance and 

delayed task acquisition (Girardeau et al. 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson 2010). These 

results suggest a critical role for SWRs during sleep in memory consolidation. Disruption of 

SWRs during awake immobility also had a detrimental effect on spatial task acquisition, 

impairing the component of the task that most relied on linking experiences across time and 

making choices based on immediate past experience (Jadhav et al. 2012). This result 

implicates SWRs in retrieval during ongoing decision-making. Conversely, successful 

performance of working memory tasks can be correlated with enhanced content or increased 

incidence of SWRs (Dupret et al. 2010; Eschenko et al. 2006, 2008; Molle et al. 2009; 

Ramadan et al. 2009) or even predicted by increased place cell reactivation during SWRs 

(Singer et al. 2013). In addition, experiences such as the exploration of novel environments 

or receipt of reward increase SWR incidence both in the awake state and during sleep 

afterwards (Kudrimoti et al. 1999; Karlsson and Frank 2009; Eschenko et al. 2008; Cheng 

and Frank 2008; Singer and Frank 2009; Wu and Foster 2014), suggesting that particularly 

salient experiences increase SWR activity. The increase in awake SWRs may facilitate the 

association of novel spatial trajectories with their outcomes, while the increase in sleep 

SWRs may support the consolidation of those experiences through persistent reactivation 

and communication with the neocortex (Carr et al. 2011; O’Neill et al. 2010). Interestingly, 

SWRs during wakefulness tend to be more accurate in replicating past experience, while 

SWRs during sleep show lower fidelity (Karlsson and Frank 2009). This may relate to their 

proposed functional differences: awake SWRs may be critical for the rapid, accurate 

retrieval of stored experiences to evaluate a current decision, while sleep SWRs may rely on 

less accurate replay to more flexibly integrate new experiences with existing memory 

frameworks (Roumis and Frank 2015).

The content of SWR replay is directly dependent on prior experience (Silva et al. 2015), but 

can also be influenced by many factors with implications for replay function. During sleep 

SWRs, replay content can be biased by current odor or sound cues, despite the animal not 

attending to the stimulus (Bendor and Wilson 2012). During awake SWRs, replay often 

begins at the animal’s current location (Csicsvari et al. 2007; Karlsson and Frank 2009; 

Davidson et al. 2009). The length of a SWR event has been shown to correlate with the 

length of the trajectory replayed, and multiple SWRs can chain together with replay 

spanning across the chain (Davidson et al. 2009). Replay events can be either forward, 

exactly as the event was initially experience, or reverse, “rewinding” through the steps of a 

trajectory. The distinction between these two options, especially on mazes in which the 
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animal can traverse each section in both directions, relies on the directionality of the cells 

involved (Diba and Buzsaki 2007; Foster and Wilson 2006). Because place field activity on a 

linear track becomes more unidirectional with experience (McNaughton et al. 1983; Frank et 

al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2004b), unique ensembles distinguish trajectories in the two 

directions, differentiating forward and reverse replay (Diba and Buzsaki 2007; Foster and 

Wilson 2006; Gupta et al. 2010; Csicsvari et al. 2007). Forward replay is more common 

before an animal embarks on a trajectory, suggesting a potential role for planning or 

evaluating choices. In contrast, reverse replay is observed more after trajectories are 

completed, which may be important for associating the location of a reward with the steps 

taken to reach it (Diba and Buzsaki 2007). While functional and correlative studies have 

pointed to a role for SWRs in planning and reward associations (Pfeiffer and Foster 2013; 

Singer et al. 2013; Singer and Frank 2009), none have been able to address directional 

specificity, so the potential implications of forward and reverse replay remain unclear. In 

addition to the replay of previous and upcoming trajectories, replay of remote environments 

and distant locations has also been observed during the awake state (Karlsson and Frank 

2009; Davidson et al. 2009). The diversity of SWR content likely enables the flexible 

consolidation and possibly retrieval functions of hippocampal replay.

Several lines of evidence indicate that SWRs are generated in CA3. During SWRs, 

synchronous neuronal discharge is seen first in the CA3a and b subregions, and later in 

CA3c and CA1, suggesting a flow of activity (Csicsvari et al. 2000). More than 10 % of the 

CA3 population must burst synchronously in order to significantly increase firing rates in 

CA1 (Csicsvari et al. 2000). This burst in CA3 activity results in the sharp wave of the SWR, 

a large deflection lasting ~200 ms (Buzsaki 1986) in the LFP signal thought to be caused by 

the massive depolarization of CA1 pyramidal cells from the influx of CA3 excitation. The 

sharp wave lasts the duration of the SWR (~100 ms or more; Buzsaki et al. 1992). Once 

discharged by CA3, the spiking of CA1 pyramidal cells then drives the firing of basket and 

chandelier interneurons in CA1 (Csicsvari et al. 1999b). The fast feedback between 

excitation and inhibition in the local network results in the characteristic high frequency 

ripple oscillation detected in CA1, with principal cells firing at the trough of the oscillation 

and interneurons firing at the peaks (Buzsaki et al. 1992; Ylinen et al. 1995; Csicsvari et al. 

1999b; Cutsuridis and Taxidis 2013). Pharmacological blockade of GABAergic signaling 

eliminates SWRs, demonstrating a dependence on local inhibition to pace and sustain the 

high frequency oscillation (Stark et al. 2014). Recently, the sharp wave depolarization of 

CA1 dendrites was shown to be critical for the long term potentiation of CA3-to-CA1 

synapses between cell pairs involved in SWR replay events (Sadowski et al. 2016), although 

the role of local inhibition in this plasticity remains unknown.

Strikingly, CA1 can generate and maintain brief, high frequency events even when CA3 

inputs are removed (Nakashiba et al. 2009). However, these SWR-like events oscillate at a 

lower frequency than normal SWRs and do not show the ordered reactivation of ensembles 

indicative of replay (Nakashiba et al. 2009; Stark et al. 2014). This further suggests that CA3 

provides important excitatory drive to CA1 that activates the pyramidal cell ensembles 

underlying meaningful replay events.
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Surprisingly, although ensembles active during SWRs often include neurons from the CA3 

and CA1 regions of both hemispheres, ripple oscillations themselves are not always coherent 

across subregions or hemispheres (Csicsvari et al. 1999a; Sullivan et al. 2011; Ylinen et al. 

1995). This suggests that a separate network oscillation is necessary for coordinating place 

cell spiking activity across regions. Recently, a transient increase in slow gamma (20–50 Hz) 

power was observed in CA1 and CA3 during SWRs which may be an important 

organizational signal. Specifically, slow gamma coherence between CA3 and CA1 increases 

during awake SWRs and is positively correlated with higher fidelity of replay, suggesting 

that slow gamma may coordinate replay activity between the two regions (Carr et al. 2012). 

As mentioned previously, slow gamma is thought to originate in CA3 (Colgin et al. 2009) 

and shows highest power in the CA1 SR, where input from CA3 reaches CA1. Evidence of 

slow gamma in the DG also coherent with CA3 and CA1 during SWRs (Gillespie et al. 

2016), suggests that slow gamma activity might coordinate SWR activity throughout the 

entire hippocampus. With an established role in binding ensembles at a time scale optimal 

for plasticity (Kopell et al. 2000; Axmacher et al. 2006; Bibbig et al. 2001; Wespatat et al. 

2004; Isaac et al. 2009), slow gamma may provide the temporal organization critical for 

replay during SWRs (Carr et al. 2012; Colgin 2012). Furthermore, recent evidence shows 

that spatial trajectories during replay events do not proceed at a constant rate, but instead 

alternate between virtual movement and stillness in a manner time-locked to the slow 

gamma rhythm (Pfeiffer and Foster 2015). Together, these findings suggest that slow gamma 

activity in CA1 and CA3 plays an important organizational role during SWRs.

7 CA2

Relative to CA3 and CA1, CA2 has received relatively little attention in the hippocampal 

literature. CA2 was first characterized as a distinct hippocampal subregion due to the 

absence of both thorny excrescences on dendrites and afferent mossy fibers from the DG, 

thus distinguishing it from CA3, while its enlarged somata distinguished it from CA1 

(Lorente de Nó 1934; Ishizuka et al. 1995). More recently, CA2 has been distinguished by a 

variety of molecular markers (San Antonio et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2010; Vellano et al. 2011; 

Lein et al. 2004, 2005; Zhao et al. 2001), distinct reciprocal connections with the 

supramammillary nucleus of the hypothalamus (Cui et al. 2013), and the expression of 

receptors for the neuromodulators vasopressin and adenosine (Young et al. 2006; Ochiishi et 

al. 1999). Partially because of these markers, there have been some recent advances in our 

understanding of the physiology and function of CA2. However, molecularly defined CA2 

neurons are intermingled with overlapping cells from proximal CA1 and CA3a (Lein et al. 

2005; Hitti and Siegelbaum 2014; Dudek et al. 2016), making it a challenge to study CA2 

neurons specifically.

Electrophysiological properties of CA2 remained almost completely unexplored until 

recently, but it is now clear that CA2 is more than simply a relay center between CA3 and 

CA1 (Sekino et al. 1997; Bartesaghi and Gessi 2004; Jones and McHugh 2011; Mercer et al. 

2007). Plasticity at the CA3-CA2 synapse is surprisingly hard to induce, and CA2 cells do 

not show changes in synaptic strength with conventional protocols of long term potentiation 

and depression used in CA3 and CA1 (Simons et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2007). This is 

partially because CA2 cells have more negative resting membrane potentials than CA3/CA1 
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neurons, thus requiring greater input current to fire spikes necessary for activity-dependent 

synaptic plasticity (Zhao et al. 2007). In addition, CA2 interneurons provide feedback and 

feedforward inhibition to CA3 and CA1, which may be important for circuit function 

(Mercer et al. 2007, 2012; Valero et al. 2015). CA2 pyramidal neurons are also unique in 

their dendritic integration. Unlike CA1 neurons, CA2 neurons are more strongly excited by 

EC layer II synapses onto their distal dendrites than by CA3 synapses onto their proximal 

dendrites (Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum 2010). CA2 could thus act as a strong relay from EC 

to CA1, which may account for the persistence of spatial encoding in CA1 in the absence of 

CA3 input (Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum 2010; Nakashiba et al. 2008). This idea is supported 

by slice physiology demonstrating strong excitation of CA1 pyramidal cells at synapses 

from CA2 (Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum 2010; Kohara et al. 2014).

One of the most intriguing functional roles for CA2 is its contribution to social recognition 

memory (Hitti and Siegelbaum 2014; Stevenson and Caldwell 2014). This was originally 

proposed based on strong vasopressinergic afferents to CA2 from the paraventricular nucleus 

of the hypothalamus (Cui et al. 2013) and the potentiation of CA2 responses to vasopressin 

(Pagani et al. 2015), given vasopressin’s known role in social behavior (Wersinger et al. 

2002, 2004; DeVito et al. 2009). This role was specifically tested in mice with inhibited CA2 

synaptic output. These mice were significantly impaired in their ability to recognize and 

distinguish familiar companion mice from novel mice. However, spatial working memory 

and general sociability was left intact (Hitti and Siegelbaum 2014). The relevance of social 

experience to CA2 is further supported by recent findings showing that social experience 

prompts CA2 to globally remap in the absence of any environmental change (Alexander et 

al. 2016). These studies are the first to link CA2 neural activity with behavioral 

consequences.

7.1 Cell Characteristics of CA2

CA2 place cells were previously thought to be functionally indistinguishable from CA1 

place cells (Martig and Mizumori 2011). Recent studies, however, have suggested unique 

encoding properties of CA2 cells. Compared to CA1 and CA3 place cells, cells recorded in 

CA2 tend to have higher mean firing rates, larger spatial coverage of the environment and 

more spatial firing fields per cell (Lu et al. 2015; Mankin et al. 2015). In addition, they 

exhibit lower preference for spatial context, such that putative CA2 cells distinguish 

different environments much more weakly than do CA1 and CA3 cells. Notably, a recent 

study reports that the CA2 population representation of similar environments decorrelates 

over extended periods of time, indicating that CA2 cells may facilitate the encoding of 

similar memory episodes occurring at different time points (Mankin et al. 2015).

Recent evidence suggests that the CA2 neurons described by Mankin and colleagues may 

comprise a subpopulation of the neurons found at the CA2 anatomical locus. In addition to 

these neurons, there also exists a subpopulation of cells with spatially specific fields that are 

predominantly active during periods of low velocity and immobility. These neurons located 

in CA2 encode the animal’s location in the absence of movement, and continue to encode 

for location during periods of sleep characterized by desynchronized activity (Kay et al. 

2016).
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7.2 CA2 Network Activity

Very little is known about network activity in CA2. The frequency of theta detected in CA2 

is similar to CA1, and CA2 neurons exhibit comparable levels of theta modulation to CA1 

neurons (Kay et al. 2016; Mankin et al. 2015), with slightly slower theta phase precession in 

cells with enlarged place fields (Mankin et al. 2015). During SWRs, recent findings have 

highlighted a potentially unique activity pattern in CA2. In a study of a small population of 

cells, Valero et al. (2015) demonstrated that CA2 neurons hyperpolarize during SWRs in 

vivo while CA1 and CA3 neurons are depolarized and excited. In line with this evidence, it 

has been hypothesized that CA2 would be largely suppressed during strong activation of 

CA3 as is thought to occur during SWRs (Jones and McHugh 2011). Notably, the 

subpopulation of neurons located in CA2 that were uniquely active during immobility were 

found to be either unmodulated or negatively modulated by SWRs, raising the possibility 

that lack of participation in SWRs is a defining property of CA2 neurons (Kay et al. 2016).

8 Subiculum

The subiculum is a major site of hippocampal output and is responsible for distributing 

information received from CA1 pyramidal cells to the neocortex and subcortical structures, 

as its projections are generally much more numerous than those directly from CA1 (Meibach 

and Siegel 1977; Rosene and Van Hoesen 1977; Swanson and Cowan 1977; O’Mara 2006). 

Lesions of the subiculum result in comparable impairment of learning and memory 

performance to lesions of the hippocampus proper (Morris et al. 1990). Lesions of both 

hippocampus and subiculum cause a more severe impairment than either alone, suggesting 

that the subiculum adds a layer of functionality rather than simply relaying hippocampal 

output (Morris et al. 1990; Potvin et al. 2006, 2007). The dorsal subiculum is thought to be 

particularly important for spatial memory, and evidence exists to suggest that subicular 

neurons integrate many layers of information from CA1 and project rich representations to 

downstream areas. In addition, the ventral subiculum, with substantial inputs from and 

outputs to subcortical areas, plays a key role in the inhibition of the hypothalamic–-

pituitary–adrenal axis, thus serving as the interface between hippocampal mnemonic activity 

and the limbic stress response (O’Mara 2006).

8.1 Cell Characteristics of the Subiculum

Historically, subicular principal cells have often been categorized into two populations: 

bursting cells and regular firing cells (Witter 2006). It has been suggested that bursting cells 

are more likely to target more spatial areas, like the MEC, while regular spiking cells may 

send more projections to the amygdala and LEC (Kim and Spruston 2012). While some 

evidence suggests that subicular neurons lie on a spectrum of “burstiness” regardless of their 

location in the subiculum (Kim et al. 2012), other findings indicate that burstiness, as well as 

firing rates and spatial tuning, depends on the cell’s position within the subiculum relative to 

CA1 (Staff et al. 2000; Sharp and Green 1994; Sharp 2006; Jarsky et al. 2008). Indeed, 

firing patterns of subicular neurons differ substantially along the proximal-distal axis (Sharp 

1996), with pyramidal cells in the proximal subiculum (nearest CA1) exhibiting lower firing 

rates and relatively smaller firing fields, similar to CA1 place cells, than neurons in the distal 

subiculum (Kim et al. 2012). The dispersed but rate-modulated firing fields of distal 
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subicular neurons allow them to encode more spatial information than CA1 place cells, and 

may enable the efficient transfer of this information to the neocortex (Kim et al. 2012). 

Further in support of this idea, many CA1 neurons are thought to converge onto single 

subicular neurons, potentially explaining their complex rather than simply location-

modulated firing fields. This may allow the subiculum to integrate dispersed CA1 

information into a more compressed, rich representation for broad dispersal throughout the 

brain (O’Mara 2005; Deadwyler and Hampson 2004).

8.2 Subiculum Network Activity

Although generally understudied, several findings inform our understanding of network 

activity in the subiculum during various behavioral states. During the locomotor state, 

subicular neurons show robust phase precession similar to CA1 (Kim et al. 2012). During 

awake immobility and rest, SWRs can be detected in subiculum at the same time as in CA1 

(Chrobak and Buzsaki 1994, 1996; Bohm et al. 2015). SWRs differentially modulate 

populations of subicular neurons; bursting cells tend to be activated during SWRs, while 

regular-firing cells are suppressed by SWRs (Bohm et al. 2015; Eller et al. 2015). The 

isolated subiculum has been shown to generate both slow and fast gamma oscillations in 

vitro (Jackson et al. 2011), suggesting that the subiculum may participate in gamma activity 

during the locomotor state and SWRs. Beyond this, little is understood of how the subiculum 

engages in and contributes to network activity in order to facilitate widespread distribution 

of hippocampal output.

9 Hippocampal Function Along the Dorsoventral Axis

The vast majority of our knowledge about hippocampal activity comes from studies of the 

dorsal hippocampus (dHPC). This is primarily because it is easily accessible for 

electrophysiological recording, whereas recording from a deep brain structure such as 

ventral hippocampus (vHPC) is more technically challenging. Thus far, the hypothesized 

functional distinction between dHPC and vHPC (which assigns them roles in spatial in 

spatial and emotional processing, respectively) comes mostly from anatomical connectivity, 

lesion studies, differences in the spatial specificity of each region’s place fields, and 

differential genetic expression (Moser and Moser 1998; Dong et al. 2009; Fanselow and 

Dong 2010; Strange et al. 2014). In particular, genetic markers are expressed in a gradient 

along the dorsoventral axis and highly differentiates ventral pyramidal neurons from dorsal 

pyramidal neurons (Cembrowski et al. 2016). Dorsal HPC receives more visual cortical 

inputs via the EC, while vHPC receives more olfactory and gustatory inputs. In terms of 

outputs, dHPC projects directly to the deep layers of the EC and mostly indirectly, via the 

subiculum, to other cortical areas such as the retrosplenial cortex and prefrontal cortices. In 

contrast, vHPC projects not only to the deep layers of the EC, but also heavily and directly 

to the medial prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, olfactory and auditory cortices, 

amygdala (Cenquizca and Swanson 2007), nucleus accumbens (Groenewegen et al. 1987; 

Brog et al. 1993), and hypothalamus (Cenquizca and Swanson 2006). These distinct 

anatomical outputs suggest that vHPC dominates the hippocampal innervation of areas 

associated with processing emotional information, such as anxiety and reward. Lesion 

studies further implicate the dHPC in spatial learning to a greater extent than vHPC (Moser 
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et al. 1993, 1995; Pothuizen et al. 2004; Ferbinteanu and McDonald 2001; Bannerman et al. 

1999; Richmond et al. 1999), which is implicated in anxiety (Kjelstrup et al. 2002; 

Bannerman et al. 2004; Henke 1990; Weeden et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 

2001). However, the results of these studies may depend on the animal’s training protocol, 

such that the vHPC may be sufficient for spatial learning over longer time periods while 

dHPC may be required for rapid acquisition of spatial tasks (de Hoz et al. 2003; Loureiro et 

al. 2012; Bast 2007; Bast et al. 2009). Ventral HPC may also be important for developing 

representations of environmental context over time (Komorowski et al. 2013) and 

transferring spatial knowledge across contexts to facilitate learning in new environments 

based on prior experience (de Hoz and Martin 2014).

9.1 Cell Characteristics Across the Dorsoventral Axis

The landmark electrophysiological finding that distinguished dHPC and vHPC is that place 

fields increase gradually in size along the dorsoventral axis, spatially restricted in dHPC and 

reaching vast spatial coverage at the ventral pole (Poucet et al. 1994; Jung et al. 1994; 

Kjelstrup et al. 2008; Royer et al. 2010; Komorowski et al. 2013; Ciocchi et al. 2015). This 

is consistent with an increase in the spacing of grid cell fields along the dorsoventral axis of 

entorhinal cortex (Stensola et al. 2012; Brun et al. 2008b). From these findings it was 

hypothesized that vHPC could not accurately encode for spatial information using cells with 

such little spatial specificity. Recently, however, a study of ventral CA1 in mice suggested 

that the distributed representations of space in vHPC may actually be ideal for transmitting 

spatial information to downstream regions (Keinath et al. 2014). While single cell spatial 

selectivity is lower in ventral CA1 due to large place field sizes, the population of ventral 

CA1 cells encodes an animal’s location just as accurately as the dorsal CA1 population. This 

is possible via population coding: with some overlap in cells’ place fields, each spatial 

location will be represented by a specific subset of cells firing at specific rates (Keinath et al. 

2014; Kim et al. 2012; Osborne et al. 2008; Olypher et al. 2003). In addition to spatial 

information, non-spatial correlates seem to increase in strength in vHPC, in contrast to 

dHPC where representation of variables other than place is limited. For example, some 

ventral CA3 cells are active in motivationally related, but spatially distinct, areas of an 

environment such as reward sites (Royer et al. 2010; Ciocchi et al. 2015). vHPC cells also 

tend to represent contextual similarity between locations (Royer et al. 2010) in a manner that 

develops with experience (Komorowski et al. 2013). In addition, place cells in vHPC have 

been shown to track changes in olfactory stimuli (Keinath et al. 2014; Petrulis et al. 2005) 

and may represent locations associated with elevated anxiety (Royer et al. 2010; Ciocchi et 

al. 2015). While the functional implications of these representations remain largely 

unexplored, optogenetic manipulation studies point to a role in anxiety behaviors for the 

ventral HPC (Kheirbek et al. 2013) and its projections to the medial prefrontal cortex 

(Padilla-Coreano et al. 2016) and a role for vHPC projections to the nucleus accumbens in 

promoting reward associations (Britt et al. 2012).

9.2 Network Activity Across the Dorsoventral Axis

Although few studies have recorded simultaneous network activity in dHPC and vHPC, 

several differences have been observed which may have functional relevance. Notably, the 

theta rhythm is weaker in power in vHPC and less modulated by run speed than in dHPC 
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(Patel et al. 2012; Royer et al. 2010; Schmidt et al. 2013). However, vHPC place cells still 

exhibit theta phase precession even though they are large, with smaller incremental phase 

changes such that phase precession persists across the extent of the place field (Kjelstrup et 

al. 2008). vHPC theta is also shifted 180° relative to dHPC theta, suggesting that theta may 

be a wave that propagates along the dorsoventral axis (Patel et al. 2012; Lubenov and Siapas 

2009). How this “traveling wave” might coordinate activity across the axis in the context of 

learning and memory remains an open question.

SWRs in vHPC are largely similar in their fundamental characteristics to SWRs in dHPC, 

with the exception that SWRs in vHPC are typically smaller in amplitude and slightly lower 

in oscillation frequency (Patel et al. 2013). This is likely due to the more diffuse pyramidal 

cell layers and lower burstiness of vHPC cells (Royer et al. 2010; Fanselow and Dong 2010). 

Ventral HPC SWRs tend to occur independently of dHPC SWRs in sleep, although they can 

also propagate along the entire dorsoventral axis in either direction. The degree of 

propagation, or synchrony, between dHPC and vHPC may depend on the amplitude of the 

SWR (Patel et al. 2013), indicating that larger SWRs engage a greater portion of the 

hippocampus and therefore may reflect increased cognitive demand during behavior. 

Interestingly, cells of ventral CA1 with tri-directional projections to the medial prefrontal 

cortex, amygdala, and nucleus accumbens are activated during SWRs in sleep to a greater 

degree than cells that project to only one or two of those regions (Ciocchi et al. 2015). This 

suggests that SWRs in vHPC are indeed important for integrating information and 

synchronizing transfer to distant hippocampal targets. The characteristics and function of 

vHPC SWRs in the awake state have yet to be explored.

10 Hippocampal Output

Neural activity time-locked to both hippocampal theta and SWRs has been observed in the 

downstream targets of the hippocampus, suggesting that these network patterns facilitate the 

integration of spatial information with other modalities. Theta has been posited as a 

coordinator of brain regions particularly during periods of attention and working memory. 

Theta power is positively correlated not only with velocity (Montgomery et al. 2009) but 

also with working memory demands (Belchior et al. 2014; Richard et al. 2013; Schmidt et 

al. 2013; Tesche and Karhu 2000). Moreover, theta coherence increases between 

hippocampus and its projection targets (such as mPFC) during coding phases of working 

memory tasks (Benchenane et al. 2010; Harris and Gordon 2015; Backus et al. 2016). In 

addition, phase precession relative to hippocampal theta has been observed in the prefrontal 

cortex (Jones and Wilson 2005; Siapas et al. 2005) as well as in spatially modulated, reward-

predictive cells of the nucleus accumbens (van der Meer and Redish 2011; Malhotra et al. 

2012). These results point to theta as a mechanism for broadcasting spatial information to 

downstream regions and coordinating spatial and non-spatial representations across distant 

brain areas.

There is also substantial evidence that SWRs engage not only the hippocampus but also its 

projection targets. SWRs can be detected in the deep layers of the EC following the 

occurrence of CA1 SWRs (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1994, 1996). Strikingly, SWRs also 

modulate cell ensembles in distant brain regions, including prefrontal cortex (Siapas and 
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Wilson 1998; Wierzynski et al. 2009; Jadhav et al. 2016), visual cortex (Ji and Wilson 

2007), nucleus accumbens (Lansink et al. 2008, 2009), and the ventral tegmental area 

(Gomperts et al. 2015). Activity time-locked to SWRs recorded elsewhere in the brain 

suggests that the information contained in SWRs is being communicated or integrated with 

other memory-related modalities (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1996; Siapas and Wilson 1998; 

Wierzynski et al. 2009; Sirota et al. 2003). SWR-triggered whole brain MRI in monkeys 

shows widespread activation of cortical areas and coincident suppression of subcortical areas 

(Logothetis et al. 2012), and the modulation of cohesive functional networks that have been 

associated with memory processes (Kaplan et al. 2016). These findings point to a pivotal 

role for SWRs in coordinating memory processes across the entire brain.

11 Conclusion

Since the identification of the hippocampus as a critical neural center for spatial mnemonic 

processing, our understanding of memory has expanded in stride with developments in 

neural recording techniques and subsequent discoveries of hippocampal network activity. In 

particular, by identifying the spatial aspect of memory as a key to decoding hippocampal 

activity, and beginning to tease apart the unique contributions of each hippocampal 

subregion to spatial representations, we can begin to understand the patterns of coordinated 

neural activity that underlie memory function. In this chapter, we have highlighted two key 

patterns of activity, theta and sharp-wave ripples, which are largely distinct during 

exploratory activity and quiescence and specialized within each subregion, but that both 

coordinate the activation and reactivation of neuronal ensembles with high temporal 

precision. Although our understanding of these patterns focuses largely on spatial memory, 

we are gradually appreciating the ability of the hippocampus to build relational maps 

between diverse types of information. Dense, large scale single unit and LFP recordings, 

optical recording methods, optogenetics, and many other developing techniques will 

continue to expand our ability to characterize and manipulate hippocampal network activity 

in order to further our grasp on hippocampal mnemonic processing.
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Fig. 1. 
Anatomical organization of the hippocampal network. a Relative location of the hippocampi 

within the mouse brain. Blue structures highlight the hippocampus proper (CA1, CA2, CA3, 

and DG) in each hemisphere. The geometry of the hippocampus is very similar in the rat 

brain. D dorsal, V ventral, A anterior, P posterior, M medial, L lateral. b Three-dimensional 

organization of the hippocampal formation and entorhinal cortex. The hippocampal 

subregions in each hemisphere are nested such that the DG resides most medially, and the 

EC wraps around the ventroposterior extent of the hippocampal formation, next to the 

subiculum (Sub). The curved arrow delineates the septotemporal axis (S septal, T temporal). 

Note that in this representation, the transverse axis lies perpendicular to the septotemporal 

axis, and thus is similar but not exactly analogous to the coronal plane. a and b are adapted 

from Brain Explorer 2, © 2015 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Mouse Brain Atlas 

[Internet]. Available from: http://mouse.brain-map.org. c The hippocampal circuit. Major 

projections into and within the hippocampal circuit are depicted here, following as closely as 

possibly the true trajectory of axons through the hippocampal layers (SO stratum oriens, SR 
stratum radiatum, SLM stratum lacunosum moleculare). For example, EC projections target 

distal apical dendrites of CA1, CA2, and CA3 neurons in SLM, while CA3 targets the 

proximal apical dendrites of CA2 and CA1 neurons in SR. Minor projections, as well as 

interneurons and mossy cells, have been omitted for clarity; however, note that these cells 

are the targets of the depicted CA3 backprojection to the DG hilus. Arrows represent 

synapses, but are not weighted by strength. Dotted grey lines represent a subset of layer 

boundaries, including the hippocampal fissure and the boundary between EC layers II/III 

and V/VI. The depiction of the EC immediately next to the subiculum is a simplification; 

note that this exact geometry is only preserved in the horizontal plane of the ventral 

hippocampus (see panel b). Inset: the transverse and proximodistal axes of the hippocampus. 

Also shown are approximate subdivisions of CA3a, b, and c
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Fig. 2. 
LFP signatures of the hippocampal network. To illustrate the distinct features of 

hippocampal LFP, we show raw and filtered LFP detected simultaneously in a single rat 

from tetrodes located in the principal layer of each major subregion of the hippocampus. 

During the locomotor state (left), persistent theta oscillation dominates the raw LFP signal in 

all three subregions. As seen in both the raw and theta filtered (5–11 Hz) traces, theta 

amplitude is smallest in CA1, larger in CA3, and largest in the DG. Graph of the rat’s 

velocity (bottom) shows that during this period, the animal is constantly in motion. In 

contrast, traces on the right show LFP data acquired during awake immobility. Instead of the 

highly regular rhythmic activity during locomotion, the LFP signal is far more varied, but 

also increases in amplitude from CA1 to the DG. SWRs detected in CA1 are highlighted in 

pink, and are easily distinguishable as periods of increased power in the ripple filtered trace 

(150–250 Hz). The high frequency component of the SWRs are most dominant in CA1, 

while the sharp wave component is more visible in CA3 and the DG. Note that a substantial 

amount of time during immobility does not contain SWRs, during which the rat presumably 

still maintains spatial representations but perhaps through alternate coding mechanisms. 

During this period, the velocity plot (bottom) shows that the rat is motionless
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